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Microstrip-Slot Coupler Design—Part II:
Practical Design Aspects

REINMUT K. HOFFMANN AND JOHANN SIEGL

Abstract —Practical aspects of designing microstrip-slot couplers on an

AI ~03 ceramic substrate (e, = 9.8) are treated in supplementation of the

theoretical analysis of the coupler presented in Part I. Comparison with

implemented couplers yields rules for specification of the reference planes

at the ends of the coupling section and for the appropriate choice of

definition for the slot-line characteristic impedance. Design data of the

standard versions of the microstrip transmission line and the slot line are

shown to be adequate for the microstrip-slot coupler. Computed S -parmne-

ter curves plotted for various 3-dB couplers yield information on realizable

transmission characteristics.

I. INTRODUCTION

T O SUPPLEMENT the theoretical analysis presented

in Part I, several problems of practical microstrip-slot

coupler design are treated here. Emphasis is given to the

realization of 3-dB couplers in microwave integrated circuit

technology on A 1~03 ceramic substrate (dielectric constant

e,= 9.8). The configuration of this coupler is given in Fig.

1. Section II shows that the design data for the standard

microstrip and slot line are good approximations for di-

mensioning the coupler cross section. The accuracy of the

analysis in Part I is verified by a comparison with the

measurement data in Section III. In addition, design

parameters that still remain to be determined, such as the

position of the reference planes, the definition of the

slot-line characteristic impedance, and the influence of

the transmission line loss are investigated. The improve-

ment of the coupler performance attainable through com-

pensation is shown with the aid of the theoretical analysis

in Section IV.

II. SIMPLIFIED COMPUTATION OF EVEN- AND

ODD-MODE PARAMETERS

The accurate computation of the characteristic imped-

ance Z~ and effective permittivity KM for the microstrip

mode (even-mode excitation) and of the corresponding

values— Z~ and KS —for the slot mode (odd-mode excita-

tion) of the original coupler cross section (Fig: l(b)) re-

quires an extensive numerical analysis, such as is described

in [9]–[ 13] listed in Part I. In practice, such data are often

not available. Analyses are, however, usually available for

the standard rnicrostrip transmission line such as those

presented in [ 1]-[3] and for the standard slot line, which

are presented in [4]–[6]. These analyses can provide useful

approximate parameter values for the microstrip-slot con-
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Fig. 1. Configuration of the microstrip-slot coupler. (a) Upper side of
substrate. (b) Cross section.
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Fig. 2. Deviation of the microstrip mode parameters Z~, KM of the

coupler cross section from the parameters of standard microstrip (s= O)
for w/h =1, h /AO = 0.01, e,= 9.8. X. is the free space wavelength,
Az~ = Z~(.r– ZM(S= O).

figuration. For example, Fig. 2 shows that the errors in Z~

and KM under the assumption that the slot widths = O, are
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Fig. 3. Deviation of the slot-mode parameters Z~, K,s of the coupler

cross section from the parameters of standard slot line (w = O) for
h/AO= 0.02, e,=9.8; AZ~=Z~(w)– Z~(w= O).

negligibly small for s/h <0.3. Coupling coefficients of ~ 6

dB are taken into account here. These values were com-

puted by the method of lines [7]. Similarly, Fig. 3 shows

that the errors in Z~ and KS, under the assumption that the

strip width is zero, are likewise negligibly small for w/h<

0.8 and s/h <0.4. These values were computed by a

mode-matching technique extended to cover the given con-

figuration [8]. Thus the parameters for 3-dB microstrip-slot

couplers for the conventional microwave frequency range

(approximately 2-18 GHz) are covered by the approxima-

tions of the standard microstrip and slot line.

III. COMPASSION OF MEASUIWD AND THEORETICAL

RESULTS

A. Implemented Couplers

Four microstrip-slot couplers (Table I) with a center
frequency ~Cin the region of 5.6 GHz were implemented on

Al ~03 ceramic substrates using thin-film technology with

6 pm thick gold conductors (Fig. 4). All couplers are par-

tially compensated. This means that the length 1S of the

compensation slot lines S is >0, but that compensation

condition (30) of Part I for 1~ is not met. Coupler 1 is a

3-dB coupler for which the matching condition (14) of Part

I is satisfied. For couplers 2, 3, and 4 the matching

condition is not satisfied.

The measured frequency responses of the transmission

loss azl = – 20 log ISzl I and the coupling loss a~l = – 20

log ISJ, I of the implemented couplers are compared with

the theoretical responses in Figs. 5–7. Sij are the scattering

parameters of the coupler. The measured frequency re-

sponses of a21 artd a31 in Figs. 5–7 refer to the whole

circuit on the substrate shown in Fig. 4, and include the

attenuation of 0.1 dB in all two feeding lines. The theoreti-

cal values of Szl, S3, were computed with the aid of the

analysis given in Part I, with Z;= Z~ and ZO = 50 Q.

B. Empirical Determination of Reference Plane Location

and of Proper Slot Line Impedance Definition

For the calculation of theoretical responses of azl( f )

and as 1(f ), as for coupler design in general, two questions

Fig. 4. Implemented sample coupler No. 1 on a 1 in X I in Al ~03
ceramic substrate (upper side, bottom side).

TABLE I
DATA OF THE FOUR IMPLEMENTED COUPLERS

measured

coupler s d,, (f,) 7z~ = d=
in mm in dB

1 0.036 3.5 yes

2 0.052 3.7 no

3 0.087 4.0 no

4 0.140 4.5 no

a =5mm &r = 9.8 t 3 0/0

b = 0.5 mm h = 0.635 mm (25 roil)

Wp= 0.62 mm D=7 mm

w = 0.42 mm ZO’50 Q

arise. First, at what position should the reference planes ~1,

T2 be placed? And second, which definition should be

chosen for computing the characteristic impedances Zs and

Z~? The answers can be obtained by comparing the theo-

retical with the measured frequency responses.

For the first question, four tentative positions of the

reference plane, described by the distance d between Tl(or

T2 ) and the outer edge of the conductor of the feeding
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Fig, 5. Coupler 1 (s= 0.036 mm). Comparison of measurements a21( j_),

a31( / ) with the theoretic~ values for % = Z’!ur) and various positions
d of the reference planes T,, T2 (whereby Z~ = Z~r)).
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Fig. 6. Coupler I (s= 0.036 mm). Comparison of measurements azl( ~),

a31(~) with the theoretlcaf vafues for reference planes T], Tz with
d = 1.5 WP for three different definitions of the slot-line characteristic
impedance Z~ (whereby Z~ = Z~p’j ).
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Fig. 7, Coupler 4 (s = 0.140 mm). Comparison of measurements azl( ~),

as 1( ~ ) with the theoretic~ vafues for reference planes Tl, T2 with
d = 1.5 WP for three different definitions of the slot-line characteristic
impedance Z~ (whereby Z~ = Z~PJ) ).

TABLE II
FOUR DIFFERENT TENTATIVE RSFERENCE PLANE LOCATIONS d

TOGETHER WITH THE ASSOCIATE 1AND IS FOR THE THEORETICAL

ANALYSIS OF THE COUPLERS AS LISTED IN TABLE I

(w,ls, s,a, b,wP, &,As IN TABLE I)

d I Is

in mm in mm

O 6.24 0.5

wp/2 5.62 0.81

Wp 5.0 1.12

1.5WP 4.38 1.43

microstrip line, were investigated as per Table II, viz.,

d = O (outer edge), d = wP/2 (middle line), d = WP (inner

edge), d = 1.5 Wp ( Wp/2 within the inner edges). Corre-

sponding values of the effective length 1 of the coupling

section are shown in Table II as well.

For the second question, three definitions were investi-

gated for Z~ and Z~: Z(pu) = U2/(2P ), Z( ‘1)= U/I, and
Z(PT) = 2P/12, where P denotes the power transported in

the direction of propagation of the mode, 1 denotes the

longitudinal current on one of the two electrodes of the slot

line or the strip conductor of the microstrip transmission

line, and U denotes the voltage over the slot in the slot line

or the voltage between the center of the strip conductor of

the microstrip line and ground. The conversion formula is

Z(PJ) = [ @m]2/&o.

The slot-line parameters KS, Z$pu), and Zjur) were com-

puted, under the simplifying assumption of w = O (stan-

dard slot line), by the variational method of Pregla and

Pintzos [6] as well as by the method described by Siegl [8]

from the cross-sectional dimensions s, h (Fig. l(b)), the

substrate dielectric constant e,, and the frequency ~.

Section II shows that the error introduced by the ap-

proximation w = O is, for Z~ and KS, <3 percent. The

microstrip-line parameters KM, Z$$ur), and Z~p~) were com-

puted under the simplifying assumption s = O (standard

microstrip transmission line) by the dynamic method of

Kowalski and Pregla [3]. As noted in Section II, the error

introduced in Z~ and KM by the approximation s = O is

<0.3 percent. The results are listed in Table III. Linear

interpolation is possible with good approximation (error <

0.5 percent) between 4 GHz and 6 GHz and between 6

GHz and 8 GHz.

We shall first consider the 3-dB coupler 1, which is

matched to ZO = 50 Q, on the basis of Figs. 5 and 6. In Fig.

5, the four positions of the reference planes T, and T2, as

per Table II, were used to calculate theoretical values of
a21( f ) and a~,( f ). It can be seen that the closest agree-

ment with the measured frequency responses occurs for the

reference plane positions defined by d = 1.5 WP, which can

be alternatively expressed by 1= a – Wp. Thus T1, T2 are

located approximately Wp/2 within the inner edges of the

feeding lines of width WP. Larger values of 1 result in
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TABLE III

COUPLING SECTION PARAMETERS FOR THE THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
OF THE IMPLEMENTED COUPLERS AS LISTED IN TABLE I

coupler f KS
~JPu) #JI) *~PI)

in GHz in C? in Q in Q

1 4 3.93 47.6 43.9 40.5
6 4.14 49.5 45.7 42.3
8 4.29 50.9 47.0 43.3

2 4 3.85 50.8 46.7 42.8
6 4.06 52.9 48.7 44.8
8 4.21 54.6 50.1 45.9

3 4 3.69 56.8 51.6 47.0

6 3.92 59.4 54.2 49.4
8 4.08 61.5 55.9 50.8

4 4 3.53 63.3 57.0 51.3
6 3.76 66.5 60.1 54.3
8 3.94 69.1 62.2 56.0

coupler ~(Pu)
f KM ~

~ (W
M

&

in GHz in Q in Q in Q

1,2,3,4 4 6.46 60.4 59.9 59.4
6 6.52 61.4 60.4 59.4
8 6.59 62.6 61.1 59.6

frequency responses that deviate more sharply from the

measurements.

In Fig. 6 the theoretical responses for a~l( ~) and aql( ~ )

were calculated using the three Z~ definitions, as per Table

III, and the position d = 1.5 WPof the reference planes. For

the microstrip mode, we used the definition Z~P~J. The

difference between the three Z~ definitions is below 5

percent and, in the first approximation, negligible. Also
negligible is the terminal capacitance of the slot-line open

circuits. When Zjp~) is used, the theoretical response for

a 11(~ ) almost coincides with the measured response of the
coupling section without feeding lines, which is obtained

by subtracting the 0.1 dB attributable to the feeding lines

from the values plotted in Fig. 6, although theory should

yield lower values due to the dissipative losses not being

taken into account. When Zjpu) is used, the same applies

for the responses of as,(f). Only when Z\”I) is used are

the computed values of a21( f ) and a~l( f ) an average of

0.4 dB below the measurements of the coupling section

without feeding lines. This difference is attributed to the

ohmic and dielectric losses and the radiation loss at discon-

tinuities that are not taken into account in the theory.

Thus, the definition Z$”~) is the more preferable one for

the coupler design.

Also measured were the reflection coefficient S’l, and the

directivity D = aql – a31 of the matched 3-dB coupler 1.

For 4 GHz < ~ <8 GHz, there resulted IS’l ~[ <0.1 and

D >20 dB, with a reflection coefficient of <5 percent for

every transition between the microstrip line and the coaxial

lines of the test fixture included.

The choice of the reference plane position and of the

slot-line impedance definition obtained for coupler 1 also

applies to coupler 4 with a larger slot width s = 0.14 mm,

as can be seen from Fig. 7 and to couplers 2 and 3 with

intermediate slot widths s = 0.052 mm and s = 0.087 mm.

The plots of the values for the latter two couplers are not

given here because they correspond to those for couplers 1

and 4.

As to the accuracy of the curves in Figs. 5-7, the

following information should be added here. Measure-

ments of the substrate thickness h over the whole substrate

resulted in maximum deviation of 8 pm from the nominal

value of 0.635 mm, which keeps the change in Z~ and Z~

below 0.5 percent and that of KS and KM below 0.1

percent; also, the dielectric-constant tolerance, A&,/e, <3

percent, results in a change of <2 percent for Z~, Z~, KS,

and KM. Thus the total maximum error for Z~ and Z~ of

2.5 percent is noticeably smaller than the typical difference

of 8 to 20 percent between the various Z~ definitions.

Similarly, the possible frequency shift of <1 percent for

the theoretical curves due to tolerances in t, and h is

noticeably smaller than the center-frequency shift of 8 to

30 percent caused by different reference plane positions

d = O to 1.5 Wp. The measurements were performed with an

automatic model HP 8542A network analyzer with phase-

locked signal source and computer-aided error correction,

where the error in attenuation measurement is <0.15 dB,

including the mismatch error at the transitions of the test

fixture.

IV. THEORETICAL PROPERTIESOF VARIOUS

COMPENSATED AND UNCOMPENSATED 3-dB COUPLERS

To give an idea of the realizable coupler properties, the

theoretical frequency dependent scattering parameters S’,,

of microstrip-slot couplers with a== 3 dB and ZO = 50 fl

on 0.635-mm (25 roil) thick Al 203 ceramic substrate (e, =

9.8) were computed using the analytical method presented

in Part I. Since Section III indicates the voltage–current

definition Z\ul) for the characteristic slot-line impedance

as the best choice, this definition was adopted. The param-
eters Z~ = Z~plJ, KM, Z$u~), KS needed for the calculation

of S,, were computed by means of methods described in [3]

and [6], which imply the use of the approximations of the

standard microstrip line and the standard slot line de-

scribed in Section II.

Three uncompensated couplers (1S = O) are investigated

at the three center frequencies ~~ = 2 GHz, 5 GHz, and 10

GHz. Using (18) and (19) in Part I, Z~ = 60.35 !J, Z~ = 41.4
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Fig. 8. Theoretical scattering parameters of three uncompensated ( f~ =
2 GHz, 5 GHz, and 10 GHz) and one compensated 3-dB microstrip-slot
coupler (&= 10 GHz) on Al *03 ceramic substrates ( er = 9.8, h = 0.635
mm = 25 roil), 20 = 50 L?. (a) Directivity D and reflection coefficient

S1~. (b) Transmission loss azl and coupling loss a a,.

TABLE IV

DATA OF THE THEORETICALLY ANALYZED COUPLERS
(UNCOMPENSATED)

fMin GHz 2 5 10

KM(fM) 6.39 6.47 6.66 .

KS (fM) 3.48 4.14 4.55

win mm 0.40 0.40 0,41

sin mm 0.045 0.022 0.015

I in mm 14.83 5,90 2.91

fl are obtained for all three. All further parameters are

listed in Table IV. The length 1 was computed from the

microstrip center frequency j~ using (25) of Part I. The

parameters S,j are shown in Fig. 8. The directivity D = – 20
log ISql /S31 I and the reflection coefficient S1, are seen to

improve with rising & due to KS ( < KM) steadily ap-

proaching KM as it rises more sharply with the frequency.

The LZq,,azl for ~~ = 5 GHz and 10 GHz almost coincide

with those for ~~ = 2 GHz.

1215

Let the coupler for ~~ = 10 GHz now be provided with

compensation lines (1S > O) at the two ends of the coupling

section to assure exact compensation at LO = fM = 10 GHz,

i.e., D( fM) = co, S1,( fM) = O. For compensation it is neces-

sary for Z~ = 41.40 to be raised to Z: = Z:43.O Q accord-

ing to (29) in Part I and for 1~= 0.61 mm to be chosen

according to (30) in Part I. As an approximation, assume

Z:= Z*, = 43.0 L? and KJ = KS = 4.55 and KS to remain

unchanged due to the slight increase of Z~ to Z:. The

scattering parameters S,, (~) computed for this com-

pensated coupler according to Part I are likewise shown in

Fig. 8. It will be noted that Z: appears in the equations in

place of Z~. Fig. 8 shows a sharp improvement in both the

directivity D and the reflection coefficient S1,, especially

for f< fM. The high directivity often measured (e.g., in [9])

on microstrip-slot couplers with a slot extending as far as

the outer edge of the feed line (b= O in Fig. 1) is attributa-

ble to this coupler already being partially compensated.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Comparison of the measurements on couplers with vari-

ous slot widths realized on Al ~03 ceramic substrates with

the result yielded by theoretical analyses show close agree-

ment under the following conditions. First, reference planes

for the ends of the coupling section must lie by about half

the width of the transmission lines within the inner edges

of the latter for couplers with center frequencies in the

region of 5 GHz. Second, the characteristic impedance
Z~urJ defined by the current and voltage must be used for

the slot line. Third, in order to take account of the trans-

mission line loss the theoretical curves must be displaced

by a fixed value — here approximately 0.4 dB — towards

higher attenuations. Estimates have shown the theories of

the standard microstrip transmission line and the standard

slot line to be sufficient for the practical designing of

couplers.
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A Synthesis Procedure for Designing 90°
Directional Couplers with a Large

Number of Sections

BENGT ULRIKSSON, STUDENT MEMBER, IEEE

Abstract —A synthesis method for designing symmetrical directional

couplers with an arbitrary realizable coupling is described. The method is

based on a transformation of the coupling to the time domain, where the

couplings of the different sections are easily identified. The fundamental

operation of the method is the Fast Fourier Transform, which makes it very

efficient in computer time and memory requirements. The method is

illustrated by the design of a 8.34+ 0.3-dB equal-ripple coupler with 201

sections.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE DESIGN OF multisection directional couplers is

usually based on an equivalent stepped impedance

filter, where the reflected power is equivalent to the cou-

pling [1]. The problem then consists of two parts. The first

Manuscript received December 15, 198 1; revised March 10, 1982.
The author is with the Division of Network Theory, Chalmers Univer-

sity of Technology, S-412 Gothenburg, Sweden,

0018-9480\ 82/0800-

part is the approximation, which gives the magnitude of a

realizable reflection coefficient for the equivalent stepped

impedance filter. The specified reflection coefficient is opti-

mum with respect to some requirement (for example, equal

ripple).

The second part is the synthesis, where the impedances

are computed from the magnitude of the reflection coeffi-

cient. The most well-known synthesis procedure is the

insertion-loss method [2]. The main problem with this

method is the computation of the poles and the zeros of the

reflection coefficient. It has been found that the poles and

the zeros cannot be computed for couplers with more than

17 to 19 sections because of the limited accuracy of the

iterative procedure in this step [3].

Another synthesis method is a straight-forward optimi-

zation. Unfortunately, an optimization has several prob-

lems. It puts very heavy demands on the computer, and the

2 6$00.7501982 IEEE


